In this paper, there are 5 sections of tables represented by 5 linear sequence functions. There are two one-variable sequence functions that they are able to represent all prime numbers. The first one helps the last one to produce another three two-variable linear sequence functions. With the help of these three two-variable sequence functions, the last one, one-variable sequence function, is able to set apart all prime numbers from composite numbers. The formula shows that there are infinitely many prime numbers by applying limit to infinity. The three two-variable sequence functions help us to find the factor of all composite numbers.
Introduction
A prime number (or a prime) is a natural number greater than 1 that has no positive divisors other than 1 and itself. A natural number greater than 1 that is not a prime number is called a composite number. For example, 5 is prime because 1 and 5 are its only positive integer factors, whereas 6 is composite because it has the divisors 2 and 3 in addition to 1 and 6. The fundamental theorem of arithmetic establishes the central role of primes in number theory: any integer greater than 1 can be expressed as a product of primes that is unique up to ordering. The uniqueness in this theorem requires excluding 1 as a prime because one can include arbitrarily many instances of 1 in any factorization, e.g., 3, 1 × 3, 1 × 1 × 3, etc. are all valid factorizations of 3. The property of being prime (or not) is called primality. A simple but slow method of verifying the primality of a given number n is known as trial division. It consists of testing whether n is a multiple of any integer between 2 and n . Algorithms much more efficient than trial division have been devised to test the primality of large numbers. Particularly fast methods are available for numbers of special forms, such as Mersenne numbers. As of April 2014, the largest known prime number has 17,425,170 decimal digits. There are infinitely many primes, as demonstrated by Euclid around 300 BC. There is no known useful formula that sets apart all of the prime numbers from composites. However, the distribution of primes, that is to say, the statistical behaviour of primes in the large, can be modelled. The first result in that direction is the prime number theorem, proven at the end of the 19th century, which says that the probability that a given, randomly chosen number n is prime is inversely proportional to its number of digits, or to the logarithm of n. Many questions regarding prime numbers remain open, such as Goldbach's conjecture (that every even integer greater than 2 can be expressed as the sum of two primes), and the twin prime conjecture (that there are infinitely many pairs of primes whose difference is 2). Such questions spurred the development of various branches of number theory, focusing on analytic or algebraic aspects of numbers. Primes are used in several routines in information technology, such as public-key cryptography, which makes use of properties such as the difficulty of factoring large numbers into their prime factors. Prime numbers give rise to various generalizations in other mathematical domains, mainly algebra, such as prime elements and prime ideals [1] .
In this paper I am going to prove that: 1) 1 is prime number, so the definition of prime number becomes "A prime number (or a prime) is a natural number greater than or equal to 1 that has no positive divisors other than 1 and itself."
2) There is useful formula that sets apart all of the prime numbers from composites or the distribution of primes.
3) Goldbach's conjecture and the twin prime conjecture. 4) Finding the factor of any odd composite numbers without searching. For example to find the factor of composite number n = 114381625757888867669235779976146612010218296721242362562561842935706935245733897830597 123563958705058989075147599290026879543541 [2] the only thing we need to have is microsoft Excel software with big cell and a little bit big screen computer and track the number 105 2 n − from the two tables using two functions that we will discuss. My paper is important to find the factor composite numbers and prime numbers as we want as fast as possible and faster than trial division and algorithmic methods and perfect.
Preliminary
Definition (When Is a Number Divisible by 3) [3] . If the sum of the digits of a number is divisible by 3 , then the original number is divisible by 3. Definition (When Is a Number Divisible by 5) [3] . If the last digit of the number being inspected for divisibility is either a 0 or 5, then the number itself will be divisible by 5.
Definition (When Is a Number Divisible by 7) [3] . Delete the last digit from the given number and then subtract twice this deleted digit from the remaining number. If the result is divisible by 7, the original number is divisible by 7. This process may be repeated if the result is too large for simple inspection of divisibility of 7.
Definition 8  19  41  52  74  107  118  151  173  184  206  239   46  19  32  58  71  97  136  149  188  214  227  253  292   44  41  58  92  109  143  194  211  262  296  313  347  398   43  52  71  109  128  166  223  242  299  337  356  394  451   41  74  97  143  166  212  281  304  373  419  442  488  557   38  107  136  194  223  281  368  397  484  542  571  629  716   37  118  149  211  242  304  397  428  521  583  614  676  769   34  151  188  262  299  373  484  521  632  706  743  817  928   32  173  214  296  337  419  542  583  706  788  829  911  1034   31  184  227  313  356  442  571  614  743  829  872  958  1087   29  206  253  347  394  488  629  676  817  911  958  1052  1193   26  239  292  398  451  557  716  769  928  1034  1087  1193  1352   23  272  331  449  508  626  803  862  1039  1157  1216  1334  1511   22  283  344  466  527  649  832  893  1076  1198  1259  1381  1564   19  316  383  517  584  718  919  986  1187  1321  1388  1522  1723   17  338  409  551  622  764  977  1048  1261  1403  1474  1616  1829   16  349  422  568  641  787  1006  1079  1298  1444  1517  1663  1882   13  382  461  619  698  856  1093  1172  1409  1567  1646  1804  2041   11  404  487  653  736  902  1151  1234  1483  1649  1732  1898  2147   8  437  526  704  793  971  1238  1327  1594  1772  1861  2039  2306   4  481  578  772  869  1063  1354  1451  1742  1936  2033  2227  2518   2  503  604  806  907  1109  1412  1513  1816  2018  2119  2321  2624   1  514  617  823  926  1132  1441  1544  1853  2059  2162  2368  2677 Table 3 . Tabular proof for theorem 7 continued. 1  2  4  8  11  13  16  17  19  22  23  26   47  536  547  569  613  646  668  701  712  734  767  778  811   46  643  656  682  734  773  799  838  851  877  916  929  968   44  857  874  908  976  1027  1061  1112  1129  1163  1214  1231  1282   43  964  983  1021  1097  1154  1192  1249  1268  1306  1363  1382  1439   41  1178  1201  1247  1339  1408  1454  1523  1546  1592  1661  1684  1753   38  1499  1528  1586  1702  1789  1847  1934  1963  2021  2108  2137  2224   37  1606  1637  1699  1823  1916  1978  2071  2102  2164  2257  2288  2381 29  31  32  34  37  38  41  43  44  46  47   47  844  866  877  899  932  943  976  998  1009  1031  1042   46  1007  1033  1046  1072  1111  1124  1163  1189  1202  1228  1241  44  1333  1367  1384  1418  1469  1486  1537  1571  1588  1622  1639  43  1496  1534  1553  1591  1648  1667  1724  1762  1781  1819  1838   41  1822  1868  1891  1937  2006  2029  2098  2144  2167  2213  2236  38  2311  2369  2398  2456  2543  2572  2659  2717  2746  2804  2833   37  2474  2536  2567  2629  2722  2753  2846  2908  2939  3001  3032  34  2963  3037  3074  3148  3259  3296  3407  3481  3518  3592  3629   32  3289  3371  3412  3494  3617  3658  3781  3863  3904  3986  4027  31  3452  3538  3581  3667  3796  3839  3968  4054  4097  4183  4226  29  3778  3872  3919  4013  4154  4201  4342  4436  4483  4577  4624   26  4267  4373  4426  4532  4691  4744  4903  5009  5062  5168  5221  23  4756  4874  4933  5051  5228  5287  5464  5582  5641  5759  5818   22  4919  5041  5102  5224  5407  5468  5651  5773  5834  5956  6017  19  5408  5542  5609  5743  5944  6011  6212  6346  6413  6547  6614  17  5734  5876  5947  6089  6302  6373  6586  6728  6799  6941  7012   16  5897  6043  6116  6262  6481  6554  6773  6919  6992  7138  7211  13  6386  6544  6623  6781  7018  7097  7334  7492  7571  7729  7808   11  6712  6878  6961  7127  7376  7459  7708  7874  7957  8123  8206  8  7201  7379  7468  7646  7913  8002  8269  8447  8536  8714  8803   4  7853  8047  8144  8338  8629  8726  9017  9211  9308  9502  9599   2  8179  8381  8482  8684  8987  9088  9391  9593  9694  9896  9997  1  8342  8548  8651  8857  9166  9269  9578  9784  9887 , , , , , n n n n n and 6 n be in the set of natural numbers such that ( ) ( ) n n n n f n f n f n n n n + + + + + − + + + number of terms between 1 and p to find the Since we have 24 number of prime numbers less than 107, hence ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Table 14 . Examples for theorem 12 -18 continued.
